Metacognitive impairment in active cocaine use disorder is associated with individual differences in brain structure
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Abstract
Dysfunctional self-awareness has been posited as a key feature of drug addiction, contributing to compromised control over addictive behaviors. In the present investigation, we showed that, compared with healthy controls (n=13) and even individuals with remitted cocaine use disorder (n=14), individuals with active cocaine use disorder (n=8) exhibited deficits in basic metacognition, defined as a weaker link between objective performance and self-reported confidence of performance on a visuo-perceptual accuracy task. This metacognitive deficit was accompanied by gray matter volume decreases, also most pronounced in individuals with active cocaine use disorder, in the rostral anterior cingulate cortex, a region necessary for this function in health. Our results thus provide a direct unbiased measurement - not relying on long-term memory or multifaceted choice behavior - of metacognition deficits in drug addiction, which are further mapped onto structural deficits in a brain region that subserves metacognitive accuracy in health and self-awareness in drug addiction. Impairments of metacognition could provide a basic...
mechanism underlying the higher-order self-awareness deficits in addiction, particularly among recent, active users.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. and ECNP. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Drug addiction is characterized by pervasive and reliable neurocognitive impairments (Goldstein et al., 2004; Woicik et al., 2009). Recently, we posited that an underappreciated neurocognitive impairment in drug addiction involves dysfunctional self-awareness of higher-order neurocognitive functions including behavioral monitoring and self-perception of illness severity (Goldstein et al., 2009). At the core of this self-awareness deficit may be functional and structural abnormalities of anterior prefrontal cortical (aPFC) structures, including the rostral subregion of the anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) [Brodmann Areas (BA) 24, 32] extending into the adjacent ventromedial prefrontal cortex (BAs 10, 11, 25) (Moeller and Goldstein, 2014). Support for these hypotheses largely derived from comparing individuals with cocaine use disorder (CUD) to healthy controls on a self-awareness measure that is based on a mismatch between actual ongoing choice for viewing drug-related pictures with retrospective self-report of this choice, with implications for increased drug-seeking behavior and decreased social-emotional functioning (Moeller et al., 2012, 2014, 2010). Nevertheless, achieving a mechanistic understanding of this self-awareness deficit requires tapping into basic metacognitive functioning, thereby removing potential ambiguities associated with multifactorial choice behavior and other higher-order constructs. A basic metacognitive task could enable direct translation of self-awareness and insight deficits across psychopathologies (van der Meer et al., 2013) and potentially even across species (Lak et al., 2014; Lucantonio et al., 2014).

In the present study, we tested for metacognitive deficits in individuals with CUD using a basic visuo-perceptual task. In particular, we capitalized on recent computational models of metacognitive accuracy to allow an unbiased measure of the participants’ sensitivity to their own performance (meta-‘d’), defined as the degree to which participants’ objective performance during basic perceptual judgments maps onto their self-reported confidence in such basic perceptual performance (Fleming et al., 2014, 2010). These models can circumvent the difficulty in objectively measuring self-awareness in the lab (Fleming and Lau, 2014), reducing reliance on higher-order processes such as long-term memory that could contribute to potentially inaccurate retrospective reporting (Moeller et al., 2010). We hypothesized that CUD participants, particularly active/recent users of cocaine (Moeller et al., 2010), would display impairments in basic metacognitive accuracy, which in turn would be associated with gray matter volume (GMV) decreases in the aPFC (Fleming et al., 2014, 2010). Structural integrity of this region is of core importance for both self-awareness and basic metacognition (Fleming et al., 2014, 2010; Moeller et al., 2014).

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Participants

Twenty-two individuals with CUD (15 men) and 13 matched healthy controls (7 men) participated in this research (Table 1). Participants were recruited through advertisements, local treatment facilities, and word of mouth; all provided written informed consent in accordance with the Mount Sinai Institutional Review Board. Exclusion criteria were: (A) history of head trauma or loss of consciousness (>30 min) or other neurological disease of central origin (including seizures); (B) normal vital signs at time of screening; (C) history of major medical conditions, encompassing cardiovascular (including high blood pressure), endocrinological (including metabolic), oncological, or autoimmune diseases; (D) history of major psychiatric disorder [for CUD, exceptions to this criterion included other substance use disorders (SUDs) and/or comorbidities that are highly prevalent in this population (e.g., post-traumatic stress disorder); for healthy controls, an exception was nicotine dependence]; (E) pregnancy as confirmed with a urine test in all females; (F) contraindications to the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) environment; (G) except for cocaine in the CUD participants, positive urine screens for psychoactive drugs or their metabolites (amphetamine or methamphetamine, phencyclidine, benzodiazepines, cannabis, opiates, barbiturates and inhalants); and (H) alcohol intoxication, verified by trained research staff who have extensive experience with recognizing signs of intoxication in CUD participants and confirmed by breathalyzer.

Participants underwent a comprehensive diagnostic interview, consisting of: (A) Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (First et al., 1996); (B) Addiction Severity Index (McLellan et al., 1992), a semi-structured interview instrument used to assess history and severity of substance-related problems in seven problem areas (medical, employment, legal, alcohol, other drug use, family-social functioning, and psychological status); (C) Cocaine Selective Severity Assessment Scale (Kampman et al., 1998), measuring cocaine abstinence/withdrawal signs and symptoms (i.e., sleep impairment, anxiety, energy levels, craving, and depressive symptoms) 24 h within the time of interview; (D) Severity of Dependence Scale (Gossop et al., 1992); and (E) Cocaine Craving Questionnaire (TFIANY et al., 1993). This interview identified the following cocaine-related diagnoses: current CUD (n=8) and CUD in sustained or partial remission (n=14). Because in previous studies self-awareness deficits were accentuated in active cocaine users testing positive for cocaine in urine (i.e., active users) (Moeller et al., 2010), we split our cocaine sample a priori by cocaine urine status. These subgroups included those with cocaine positive urine screens (though not currently intoxicated), objectively indicating recent cocaine use within 72 h (n=8: CUD+), and those with cocaine negative urine screens who did not use cocaine within 72 h of the study (n=14: CUD−). These sample sizes (including for controls: n=13), albeit relatively small, are consistent with prior studies of this metacognitive accuracy task in a different clinical population with GMV lesions of the aPFC (Fleming et al., 2014). Furthermore, this sample size is consistent with the anticipated effect sizes in CUD participants. Specifically, we previously showed evidence of an insight deficit (i.e., unawareness of drug-choice) in CUD+ and associations of such impairment with drug-relevant outcomes (e.g., withdrawal symptoms indicative...
of recent use) (Moeller et al., 2010), with effect sizes (Cohen’s d) that averaged 1.05. Detecting these robust effect sizes with 3 groups, and with p < 0.05 and 0.80 power, was calculated to require 36 total participants. As expected, the CUD+ participants reported more recent cocaine use, less abstinence, and more current craving and withdrawal; however, the cocaine subgroups did not differ in cocaine use age of onset, duration of use, heaviest use or severity of dependence (Table 1). Thus, differences between these subgroups can be plausibly attributed to recency of drug use rather than severity. Current and remitted substance-related comorbidities, none of which differed between CUD+ and CUD−, included alcohol use disorder, marijuana use disorder, and opioid use disorder (see Table 1 for frequencies and abstinence lengths for these additional substances). One CUD participant also reported remitted use disorder of other stimulants and sedatives (last use of these substances was 9 years prior to the study). Problematic use of

### Table 1 Demographics and drug use of all study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Between-group test</th>
<th>Urine positive cocaine (N=8)</th>
<th>Urine negative cocaine (N=14)</th>
<th>Healthy controls (N=13)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender: male/female</td>
<td>$\chi^2=2.50$</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>11/3</td>
<td>7/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race: African-American/Caucasian/Other</td>
<td>$\chi^2=3.86$</td>
<td>7/0/1</td>
<td>9/4/3</td>
<td>9/2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>$F=0.64$</td>
<td>$46.3 \pm 9.1$</td>
<td>$44.9 \pm 8.5$</td>
<td>$42.4 \pm 6.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>$F=3.26$</td>
<td>$12.9 \pm 1.4$</td>
<td>$13.6 \pm 1.5$</td>
<td>$14.4 \pm 1.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal IQ: WRAT III - scaled score (Wilkinson, 1993)</td>
<td>$F=3.08$</td>
<td>$90.9 \pm 9.1$</td>
<td>$99.9 \pm 9.8$</td>
<td>$99.7 \pm 7.8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Verbal IQ: WASI - matrix reasoning scale (Wechsler, 1999)</td>
<td>$F=0.47$</td>
<td>$11.0 \pm 1.5$</td>
<td>$10.5 \pm 1.8$</td>
<td>$11.1 \pm 1.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression: Beck Depression Inventory II (Beck et al., 1996)</td>
<td>$F=7.02^*$</td>
<td>$11.9 \pm 7.6^c$</td>
<td>$5.6 \pm 6.0$</td>
<td>$2.5 \pm 3.3^a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status (smoker/nonsmoker)</td>
<td>$\chi^2=10.32$</td>
<td>$6/2^c$</td>
<td>$7/7^c$</td>
<td>$1/12^a,b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine diagnosis status: current/partial or sustained remission</td>
<td>$\chi^2=1.01$</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>4/10</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine age of onset (years)</td>
<td>$z=−0.14$</td>
<td>$25.3 \pm 9.8$</td>
<td>$24.2 \pm 6.9$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine duration of use (years)</td>
<td>$z=−1.99$</td>
<td>$20.0 \pm 7.7$</td>
<td>$13.4 \pm 6.0$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine past month use: days/week</td>
<td>$z=−2.85$</td>
<td>$3.1 \pm 2.7^b$</td>
<td>$0.6 \pm 1.6^a$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine past month use: $$/use</td>
<td>$z=−3.36$</td>
<td>$105.0 \pm 175.5^b$</td>
<td>$3.1 \pm 7.8^a$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine current abstinence: days (min, median, max)</td>
<td>$z=−2.90$</td>
<td>$1-180, 12^a$</td>
<td>$4-5840, 365^a$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine heaviest use: days/week</td>
<td>$z=−0.46$</td>
<td>$6.6 \pm 1.2$</td>
<td>$6.4 \pm 1.3$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine heaviest use: $$/use</td>
<td>$z=−0.00$</td>
<td>$183.4 \pm 179.5$</td>
<td>$222.9 \pm 203.2$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine longest abstinence: years (min, median, max)</td>
<td>$z=−1.93$</td>
<td>$0-4, 1$</td>
<td>$0-16, 4$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal symptoms: CSSA (0-126)</td>
<td>$t=2.49^*$</td>
<td>$29.6 \pm 11.9^b$</td>
<td>$15.2 \pm 10.8^a$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severity of dependence scale (0-15)</td>
<td>$t=0.56$</td>
<td>$4.6 \pm 5.2$</td>
<td>$6.1 \pm 6.2$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine craving questionnaire (0-45)</td>
<td>$t=6.57^*$</td>
<td>$30.0 \pm 10.5^b$</td>
<td>$4.7 \pm 6.1^a$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol status (current/past/none)</td>
<td>$\chi^2=0.73$</td>
<td>$2/2/4$</td>
<td>$3/6/5$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol abstinence: active or past users (days: min, median, max)</td>
<td>$z=−0.56$</td>
<td>$5-730, 281$</td>
<td>$1-3650, 183$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana status (current/past/none)</td>
<td>$\chi^2=1.52$</td>
<td>$0/1/7$</td>
<td>$1/4/9$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marijuana abstinence: active or past users (days: min, median, max)</td>
<td>$z=−0.88$</td>
<td>$5475$</td>
<td>$120-9855, 365.0$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid status (current/past/none)</td>
<td>$\chi^2=1.47$</td>
<td>$2/0/6$</td>
<td>$2/2/10$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid abstinence: active or past users (days: min, median, max)</td>
<td>$z=−0.47$</td>
<td>$730-4745, 2737.5$</td>
<td>$180-6935, 729$</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Values are frequencies or means ± standard deviation; *p<0.05.

*mean value differs from that of urine positive cocaine participants;

*mean value differs from that of urine negative cocaine participants;

*mean value differs from that of controls;

*urine negative cocaine participants, despite not having used cocaine within 72 h, could still meet criteria for current cocaine use disorder; conversely, urine positive cocaine participants, despite having used cocaine within 72 h, could still meet criteria for cocaine use disorder in partial remission.

Data missing for 2 participants. WRAT = Wide Range Achievement Test; WASI = Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence; CSSA = Cocaine Selective Severity Assessment Scale.
more than one substance is quite common for individuals with SUDs (Grant et al., 2015). Finally, one CUD participant met criteria for remitted post-traumatic stress disorder.

### 2.2. Perceptual metacognition task (Figure 1A)

The metacognitive accuracy task was programmed in MATLAB (MathWorks) using Psychtoolbox (Brainard, 1997). Participants sat in front of a computer screen at a comfortable viewing distance and completed a perception task. Participants made a two-choice discrimination judgment about what they had perceived, followed by a confidence rating in their decision. The task consisted of the following sequence of events. Two circles (diameter 5.1 degrees) with small crosshairs in their centers appeared at eccentricities of $\pm 8.9^\circ$ for 1 s. The crosshairs then disappeared and a variable number of dots (diameter 0.4') were displayed inside both circles for 0.7 s. Circles and dots were displayed at maximum contrast (white) on a black background. After stimulus presentation, participants were instructed to guess which circle, left or right, contained more dots. If the left circle contained more dots, the participant pressed the 'left arrow' key; if the right circle contained more dots, the participant pressed the 'right arrow' key. The number of dots within each circle was bounded between 1 and 100. One randomly selected circle always contained 50 dots; the other circle contained a variable number of dots. The difference in dot number ($\Delta d$) between the two circles was titrated such that each participant's performance was maintained at a constant level using a one-up two-down staircase procedure as used previously (Fleming et al., 2010). After two consecutive correct responses, $\Delta d$ was decreased by one dot; after one incorrect response, $\Delta d$ was increased by one dot. The aim of the staircase procedure was to equate the difficulty of the perceptual task between individuals. In total, each participant completed 200 perception trials (8 blocks $\times$ 25 trials per block).

To estimate metacognitive efficiency, we computed meta-$d'$ (Maniscalco and Lau, 2012). In a signal detection theory framework, meta-$d'$ is a measure of type 2 sensitivity (i.e., the degree to which participants can discriminate their own correct from incorrect judgments) that is expressed in the same units as type 1 sensitivity ($d'$) (i.e., the degree to which participants can distinguish stimulus alternatives). Meta-$d'$ is a relative measure of metacognitive efficiency: given a certain level of processing capacity ($d'$), a meta-$d'$ value of 1 (equivalently, log(meta-$d'$/$d'$) = 0) is metacognitively ideal, whereas meta-$d'$/d' $< 1$ indicates that metacognition is worse than expected based on the model. Using this ratio as a measure of metacognitive effectiveness eliminates performance and response bias confounds that can affect other measures (Barrett et al., 2013). Meta-$d'$ was fit to each participant's confidence rating data using maximum likelihood estimation. Before analysis, participants' continuous confidence ratings were binned into four quantities. MATLAB code for implementing these fits can be found at http://www.columbia.edu/˜bsm2105/type2sdt.

### 2.3. T1 structural scans

T1-weighted anatomical images were acquired on a 3T Skyra (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 3D MP-RAGE sequence (FOV 256 $\times$ 256 mm, matrix size 320 $\times$ 320, 0.8 mm isotropic resolution, TR/TE/TI = 2400/2.07/1000 ms, flip angle 8° with binomial (1, 1) fat saturation, bandwidth 240 Hz/pixel, echo spacing 7.6 ms, in-plane acceleration (GRAPPA) factor of 2, total acquisition time $\sim$ 7 min]. Structural T1 images were preprocessed using the "HCP PrefreeSurfer structural pipeline" (based on FSL 5.0.6 and FreeSurfer 5.3.0-HCP) to align the origin to the anterior-posterior commissure line, correct image distortions (bias-field inhomogeneities), and to normalize T1-weighted images to the MNI space using a FLIRT affine linear and then a FNIRT nonlinear registration.

Further preprocessing was conducted with the VBM toolbox (version 8) (C. Gaser, Department of Psychiatry, University of Jena, Jena, Germany; http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/), which combines bias correction, spatial normalization, and tissue segmentation into a unified model. The structural scans were corrected for bias-field inhomogeneities, spatially normalized by linear (12-parameter affine) and non-linear transformations using the Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration using Exponential Lie algebra (DARTEL) template in standard MNI space, and segmented into gray matter, white matter, and CSF tissue classes according to a priori tissue probability maps (Ashburner and Friston, 2000, 2005). A hidden Markov random field was used to maximize segmentation accuracy (Cuadra et al., 2005), and non-linear modulation was applied to each tissue type, preserving information about local tissue volumes. Normalized and nonlinear modulated gray matter maps were smoothed with an 8-mm full-width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel.

### 2.4. Statistical analyses

#### 2.4.1. Metacognitive accuracy task

Parametric statistical tests were conducted on log(meta-$d'$/$d'$). A log transformation was used because observations automatically to a ratio scale (Keene, 1995), thus ascribing equal weight to increases and decreases in meta-$d'$/d' relative to a theoretically ideal value of 1 (Fleming et al., 2014). Log(meta-$d'$/$d'$) was entered into a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with study group as the between-subjects factor (CUD+, CUD−, control). We also used one-way ANOVAs to test for group differences in task accuracy and staircase-adjusted task difficulty. Omnibus group differences were followed by pairwise comparisons to localize the significant differences.

#### 2.4.2. Region of interest voxel-based morphometry (VBM)

We used MARSBar (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net) to extract GMV from unbiased bilateral regions of interest (ROIs) in the rACC; these rACC ROIs were defined as 5 mm spheres, centered at peak coordinates taken directly from our prior work in a completely unbiased bilateral regions of interest (ROIs) in the rACC; these rACC ROIs were defined as 5 mm spheres, centered at peak coordinates taken directly from our prior work (Fleming et al., 2014). The Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8/) model from which signal was extracted was a one-way ANOVA. Similarly to the metacognitive accuracy analyses, these ROIs were entered into one-way ANOVAs in SPSS, followed by pairwise comparisons as appropriate. Next, we tested for associations between GMV extracted from rACC ROIs and log(meta-$d'$/$d'$), using Pearson correlations across the entire sample and (in more exploratory analyses) as a function of study group.

#### 2.4.3. Effects of covariates

We examined whether our main variables of interest were correlated with the variables that differed between the groups (depression and cigarette smoking) (Table 1), or were correlated with age (for GMV analyses only, as age is a known predictor of GMV). If significant correlations emerged, analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) or partial correlations as appropriate were then conducted to ensure that our findings were not driven by the relevant variable(s). Note that current drug use variables that differed between the CUD+ and CUD− groups were not considered as covariates, but rather as reflecting the expected differences that accompany our a priori grouping by urine status.

#### 2.4.4. Mediation

To provide evidence of a structural mechanism for impaired metacognition, we tested whether GMV abnormalities account for the effects of CUD+ and/or CUD− on metacognition. The specific
predictors and outcome variables included in these mediation analyses were determined by the results obtained from our main analyses (reported below). Standard criteria for establishing mediation were employed (Baron and Kenny, 1986), with the indirect effect calculated using a bootstrap estimation approach (Preacher and Hayes, 2008).

2.4.5. Exploratory whole-brain correlations
In more exploratory analyses, we inspected for whole-brain correlations between log(meta-\(d'/d\)) and GMV across the entire sample, using multiple regression analysis in SPM8. Age, depression, and cigarette smoking history were entered into the model as covariates of no interest. Significance for these whole-brain regression analyses was set at \(p<0.05\), corrected for family-wise error at the voxel level, although we also examined a reduced threshold of \(p<0.001\) uncorrected (25 voxel minimum). We do not report whole-brain group differences between CUD+, CUD-, and controls; such analyses would require future studies with larger sample sizes.

3. Results

3.1. Metacognitive accuracy

Results of the metacognition task revealed no group differences on overall task performance (percent accuracy and staircase-adjusted difficulty) (Figure 1B and C). However, as anticipated, there was a significant group difference in metacognitive accuracy [one-way ANOVA: \(F(2,32)=4.37, p=0.02\)]. Follow-up pairwise comparisons showed that CUD+ had decreased metacognitive accuracy compared with controls and CUD- (both \(p=0.01\), whereas CUD- did not differ from controls (\(p=0.85\)) (Figure 1D). Metacognitive accuracy was uncorrelated with depression (\(p=0.32\)) or cigarette smoking (\(p=0.39\)), suggesting that these covariates do not explain our findings.

3.2. GMV ROI analyses

A similar pattern of effects to metacognitive accuracy was observed in the bilateral rACC ROIs. Controlling for age, GMV group differences emerged in the left rACC \([F(2,31)=3.24, p=0.05]\) and right rACC \([F(2,31)=7.05, p=0.003]\). Follow-up pairwise comparisons showed that CUD+ had lower rACC GMV than controls (left ROI: \(p=0.02\); right ROI: \(p=0.001\)) and CUD- (right ROI only: \(p=0.02\)) (Figure 2A and B). On these same measures, CUD- did not differ from controls (left ROI: \(p=0.50\); right ROI: \(p=0.14\)). Neither rACC ROI was correlated with depression (right: \(p=0.15\); left: \(p=0.06\)) or cigarette smoking (right: \(p=0.25\); left: \(p=0.12\)).
Importantly, bilateral rACC GMV was positively correlated with metacognitive accuracy (Figure 2C and D): the lower the left and right rACC volumes (controlling for age), the lower the metacognitive accuracy. Correlations between metacognitive accuracy and GMV remained significant after controlling for depression (left ROI: $p = 0.005$; right ROI: $p = 0.02$) and cigarette smoking (left ROI: $p = 0.005$; right ROI: $p = 0.02$). More exploratory correlations conducted as a function of study group indicated that these metacognition-rACC associations were driven by the CUD+ group (Figure 2C and D).

3.3. Mediation

In these analyses, we tested rACC GMV as a mediator of the association between CUD+ and metacognition. We compared CUD+ versus controls in consideration of our effects showing that CUD+ generally differed from the other two groups. However, we deemed it conceptually inappropriate to combine CUD+/C0 and controls into a single group. Also, we did not test for mediation when comparing CUD+ and CUD− because these cocaine subgroups did not differ on left rACC GMV.

First, we established an effect of positive urine status (i.e., CUD+ versus controls) on metacognitive accuracy [$F(1,18) = 6.61, p = 0.02$] (Figure 3, c-paths). Second, we found an effect of positive urine status on both the left rACC ROI [$F(1,18) = 7.47, p = 0.01$] and the right rACC ROI [$F(1,18) = 15.46, p = 0.001$] (Figure 3, a-paths). Third, when both positive urine status and the bilateral rACC GMV (examined in two separate analyses) were entered as predictors of metacognitive accuracy, both the left and right rACC GMV were significant predictors [left: $F(1,17) = 8.21, p = 0.01$; right: $F(1,17) = 5.92, p = 0.03$] (Figure 3, b-paths), whereas the effects of positive urine status on metacognitive accuracy were no longer significant [left: $F(1,17) = 1.02, p = 0.33$; right: $F(1,17) = 0.23, p = 0.64$] (Figure 3, c’-paths). Results of the bootstrapping procedures with 10000 samples indicated that the indirect coefficient was significant for both models (left rACC: $a \times b = 0.46, SE = 0.22, 95\% CI = 0.11, 1.02$; right rACC: $a \times b = 0.52, SE = 0.31, 95\% CI = 0.09, 1.32$).

3.4. Exploratory whole-brain correlations

Whole-brain correlations between metacognitive accuracy and GMV did not reach family-wise corrected significance. At a more lenient $p < 0.001$ uncorrected threshold, however, a positive correlation emerged between metacognitive accuracy and (most notably) the rACC (peak: $x = -5, y = -44, z = 10; T = 4.79; 197$ voxels). Additional positive correlations of note were observed in the precuneus and parahippocampal gyrus (for visualization of all regions emerging in this analysis, see Figure 4). There were no negative whole-brain correlations, at either the family-wise corrected or reduced thresholds. Although these findings are considered preliminary, they are useful for informing future studies on this topic.

Figure 2  Metacognitive accuracy associations with gray matter volume (GMV). (A and B) CUD+ had reduced GMV in the bilateral rACC. (C and D) The higher the GMV deficit, the lower the metacognitive accuracy in all participants; these correlations further appeared to be driven by CUD+.
4. Discussion

Results of this study demonstrate that metacognitive accuracy on a purely perceptual task (i.e., the mapping between objective performance and self-reported confidence of performance), and associated rACC volumes, were reduced in active cocaine use disorder (CUD+). Because the study groups did not differ on basic task performance (accuracy and staircase-adjusted task difficulty), our results cannot be attributed to gross neuropsychological deficits in CUD+ [see also (Woiwick et al., 2009)]. The CUD groups also did not differ on peak drug usage (Table 1), suggesting that our results cannot be attributed to a greater lifetime addiction severity in CUD+. Instead, recent, active CUD may have exerted a deleterious effect on both metacognitive processing and associated rACC GMV, with decreases in rACC GMV potentially mediating the impact of recent CUD on metacognition. Indeed, while GMV abnormalities are reliably observed in drug addiction (Alia-Klein et al., 2011; Ersche et al., 2013; Fein et al., 2002; Franklin et al., 2002; Konova et al., 2012; Moeller et al., 2014; Tanabe et al., 2009), evidence for GMV recovery with abstinence is also beginning to emerge (Connolly et al., 2013).

Our results offer both methodological and theoretical advances in the cognitive neuroscience of active CUD. For the former (methods), we previously defined self-awareness in drug addiction as a categorical mismatch (versus match) between actual ongoing choices for viewing drug-related pictures and retrospective self-report of these choices (Moeller et al., 2012, 2014, 2010). In the current task, we (A) obtained a continuous measure of metacognition that (B) removed constituent psychological processes that are possibly invoked during choice behavior in a salient disease-relevant context, which aided in (C) obviating potential demand characteristics and biases of longer-term memory. Thus, this type of design is amenable to direct cross-diagnostic and even cross-species comparisons. For example, a recent study in animals showed that a deficit related to metacognition (imagining future outcomes on the basis of current knowledge) was similarly mediated by a region of the aPFC (orbitofrontal cortex) (Lucantonio et al., 2014). In another study, orbitofrontal cortex lesions in rats produced impairment on a highly similar task that examined “confidence” in decision-making (i.e., the amount of time spent waiting for a reward following a correct choice) (Lak et al., 2014). For the latter (theory), a metacognitive deficit in basic perceptual functions in active CUD may parsimoniously accommodate and reveal mechanistic underpinnings of additional diverse findings in the literature, including deficient self-monitoring of task-related errors (Hester et al., 2007), reduced emotional awareness (Paye et al., 2011), ‘denial’ of illness severity (Dean et al., 2015), and underestimation of one’s drug-related self-control and cognitive-emotional deficits (Ersche et al., 2012; Verdejo-Garcia and Perez-Garcia, 2008). Moreover, the current results with a perceptual task have implications for research that emphasizes the importance of more basic sensory processes in understanding core pathophysiology of addiction (Yalachkov et al., 2010).

Our current focus on the rACC leaned heavily on multiple, converging lines of evidence. First and foremost, prior research demonstrates the importance of the aPFC for metacognitive accuracy on the current task, in both healthy individuals and lesion patients (Fleming et al., 2014, 2010). More broadly, this region (extending into the adjacent ventromedial prefrontal cortex) has been identified as a core region in a network subserving self-referential processing, in both healthy individuals (Abraham, 2013; D’Argembeau, 2013; de Greck et al., 2008; Sui et al., 2013; van der Meer et al., 2010) and individuals with SUDs (de Greck et al., 2009; Moeller and Goldstein, 2014). Furthermore, the rACC has been implicated in the related constructs of experiencing agency (e.g., when individuals gamble for themselves versus when a computer gambles for them) (Clark et al., 2009) and negative self-conscious emotions (e.g., embarrassment) (Sturm et al., 2013). Thus, this region’s contribution to metacognition impairments in active CUD was highly anticipated, though shown here for the first time.

Nevertheless, regions beyond the rACC are likely to play a role in such metacognitive impairments, as further supported by our exploratory whole-brain analyses. That is, although the rACC emerged in these whole-brain analyses as we expected, other regions were also positively correlated with metacognitive accuracy. The precuneus and the parahippocampal gyrus, for example, were two such regions that deserve mention. For the former, GMV of the precuneus has been positively correlated with a different type of metacognition (metacognitive memory) in healthy individuals (McCurdy et al., 2013). More broadly, the precuneus, similarly to the rACC, has been implicated in self-referential processing (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) and the processing of close others (friends or relatives) (Zhang et al., 2015). For the latter, resting-state functional connectivity of the parahippocampal gyrus has been positively correlated with dispositional mindfulness (Kong et al., 2015), a construct relevant to self-awareness. In a

![Figure 3](image-url) Mediation analyses. First, we established an effect of positive urine status (i.e., CUD+ versus controls) on metacognitive accuracy (c-paths). Second, we found an effect of positive urine status on the bilateral rACC GMV (a-paths). Third, controlling for positive urine status (where effects of CUD+ fell below significance: c’-paths), the (A) left rACC and (B) right rACC ROIs remained significant predictors of metacognitive accuracy (b-paths). Both indirect effects were significant, tested with bootstrapping, indicating mediation (see Section 3 for statistics).
related vein, a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis showed that, during trait judgments about the self, the parahippocampal gyrus is co-activated with the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (Feyers et al., 2010). In the current study, however, it is important to note that the correlations between metacognitive accuracy and these regions did not reach family-wise corrected significance, and hence they need to be verified in future work with larger sample sizes before firm conclusions can be drawn.

It is also important to note that metacognition is a broad theoretical construct, with multiple facets and behavioral manifestations. Specifically, our meta-d’ measure captures one important domain-specific facet of metacognition: how well one can monitor one’s own decision-making and discriminate between accurate and inaccurate judgments. Another key facet of metacognition not examined here is how the output of this monitoring process is used in the subsequent control of behavior (Nelson and Narens, 1990). Such usage is likely complex, and may depend not only on monitoring efficiency but also on one’s overall level of confidence (Fleming and Lau, 2014), which is likely to be a relatively stable personality trait (Ais et al., 2016; Cesarini et al., 2009). Relating decision confidence, metacognition, and insight to subsequent behavioral control remains an important target for future work. Other types of metacognitive experiences such as feelings-of-knowing (Hart, 1965) or judgments of learning (Koriat, 1997) may also be altered by active cocaine use and/or CUD and similarly remain to be studied.

Taken together, we provide mechanistic evidence that a basic neurocognitive function (perceptual metacognition) is impaired in individuals with active CUD, and map such impairment onto structural integrity of an aPFC region necessary for this function. Accordingly, our results provide a possible foundation for understanding higher-order self-awareness impairments in drug addiction, with the potential for translation to other psychopathologies/species that can ultimately facilitate broad-scale interventions and novel treatments.
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